GLOBAL FIBER TECHNOLOGIES, Inc
Global Fiber Technologies (OTCQB: GFTX) is a public
company comprised of three separate operating
subsidiaries which are driving fiber industry innovation
through technologies related to fiber rejuvenation,
authentication and distribution.
Each subsidiary will draw on its technology and/or trade
secrets combined with first mover advantages to give
Global its competitive advantages now and in the future.
The Three Subsidiaries
1. Authentic Heroes Inc. A company specializing in
developing limited edition fanwear from original
event worn garment/apparel.
Authentic Heroes is creating an entirely new
segment of licensed clothing by taking game or
event worn clothing of athletes or celebrities,
extracting the fiber and incorporating it into limited

edition collection of clothing creating a new segment
of the licensed clothing market.
Authentic Heroes will be Launching in the 3rd
quarter of 2019.
2. Fiber Chain, Inc. A company specializing in creating
a revolutionary global business transaction platform
for the efficient trading and tracking of fiber
reducing transaction times from days or weeks to
just minutes while simultaneously reducing costs.
We expect Fiber Chain to launch in the fourth
quarter of 2019.
3. Ecotek 360, Inc. An apparel rejuvenation and
recovery company utilizing patent pending
technology which takes landfill destined corporate
uniforms and repurposes them back to the same
company as high quality and wearable apparel for
their employees helping reduce carbon footprints
and saving billions of gallons of water in the process.
Ecotek 360 will also be launching in the fourth
quarter of 2019

Our first revenue generator: Authentic Heroes
“True Fanwear Originals”
While all three subsidiaries are driving innovation
in their respective markets the near-term revenue
opportunity that Authentic Heroes represents is both
boundless in its applications.
Until now owning an article of clothing worn by an icon
could only be afforded by “the few”
Authentic Heroes will bring affordability and
authenticity to the collectible/wearable clothing
business. In effect, democratizing what was once the
unachievable for most fans.
A. The Process
The genesis of our process is our patent pending
technology which allows us to extract the original fibers
from a single game or event worn garment and make a
limited series of collectable and wearable “fanwear”.

Once the fibers from the original are extracted, they are
combined with virgin fibers and then marked by digitally
encoding them to create the core of the fabric which will
be used to create the final garment.
As each garment is created the digitally encoded fibers
are placed throughout the entirety of each of our limited
series items so the fibers from that historic moment
radiate throughout the garment.
A digital “pen light” which we include with each purchase
will allow the “visibility” of the very fibers centered
around the history of the original garment
We further the authenticity of each garment with both a
“Certificate of Authenticity” signed by the icon as well as
the registration of the purchased garment through the
scanning of the QR Code stitched to the clothing.
The QR scanning allows each garment’s true ownership
to be recorded in a personal online vault at the
Authentic Heroes Website.
Lastly the ownership will be further authenticated as it is
will simultaneously be recorded on our blockchain giving
the garment the immutability it deserves and creating a
truly authenticated “Fanwear Original”

What we like to call “Event Worn Re-Born”
B. We Serve Two Key Markets
Serving these two markets makes us stronger from a
business perspective since we are creating a true value
proposition outcome for both in the process
1. For the Licensor/Icon:
We allow the licensor from whom we purchase the
original apparel from to achieve far greater financial
results by utilizing our program since we not only pay
them a fee upfront but also pay them a royalty over time
combined with a services agreement.
This combination of payment can end up being as much
as ten times what could have achieved financially from
the one time sale of a the single garment they could have
otherwise auctioned off.
2. For the Fan:

We allow the fan to own a garment such as a sports
jersey, T-shirt, hoodie or cap that bears the original fibers
of their specific icon/hero.
The fan can purchase a true piece of history for a fraction
of the cost of buying the original. At the same time they
will have the confidence of knowing that they bought an
original, authentic and verifiable product that is ironclad
in its warranty.
C. Creating Shareholder Value
Authentic Heroes is a Company built on the premise of
being disruptive and efficient. Our R & D has been
completed and tested.
The commercialization of these one of a kind processes
are now ready to start.
Authentic Heroes will change the collectable/wearable
fanwear market as we know it.
Immediate Corporate Goals
We will expand licenses and sales aggressively thru the
licensing of:

1. Professional athletes both active and retired.
2. Musicians and touring bands
3. Posthumous Icons
4. Amateur Sports such as NCAA etc.
We expect to achieve significantly higher gross margins
than the industry average.
Achieving much higher margins can potentially lead to
much higher “price-earnings” multiples which could have
a very positive effect on shareholder value.
Current Expectations
Authentic Heroes is currently in the final stages of
negotiations for its first several licensed musicians and
athletes.
We expect to have agreements shortly which will allow
us to launch our new licensed clothing lines later this
year.
Whether it be a sporting or musical event. Or any sort of
heroic event, Authentic Heroes will be there to help fans
celebrate the great moments of these iconic individuals
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